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ABSTRACT
Considered m the present kivestigation is the energy loss due to charged particles
that pass through an absorber. It is assumed that the rest mass of the charged particle is
much greater than the rest mass of an electton and the energy of the charged particle is
sufficiently high so that the particles do not capture electtons. With these assumptions,
the charged particles lose energy by excitation and ionization with the absorber atoms.
The mechanism of the energy loss is prunarily the interaction of the Coulomb fields of
the particles with those of the bound electtons m the absorber. If a charged particle passes
through a target of given thickness, the particle will mteract with the target's electtons.
The charged particle will lose a certain amount of kinetic energy while passing through
the target or stopping material. The amount of energy lost by this charged particle in the
stopping material can be measured as the stopping power. A stochastic differential
equation model is used to determine the amount of energy lost with respect to the
distance traveled by the charged particle.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the field of nuclear physics, the passage of charged particles through an
absorber is of great mterest. Currently, determmistic differential equation models are
used to determkie the energy loss of the charged particle that passes through a target of
given thickness. The statistical nature of the energy loss must be approxunated
theoretically or usmg Monte Carlo calculation procedures. These models examme the
behavior of an atom passmg through a target material by focusing on the scattering
effects and the amount of energy needed to stop the particle. The amount of energy
needed to stop an incident particlefrompassmg through a given target is defmed as the
stopping power and is measured in units of energy per unit area.
The models that have been formulated assume that the stopping power is a fixed
energy level, based on an average energy loss with respect to the distance ttaveled by the
charged particle. The present mvestigation explores the stochastic nature of the stopping
power of a charged particle. By adding a stochastic term to the stoppmg power model a
physically accurate and computationally useful description of the actual energy loss by
the charged particle as it passes through a target material is obtained.
In this study, the rest mass of the charged particle is assumed to be much greater
than the rest mass of an electton. The reason for this supposkion is that when the mass of
the particle is greater than the mass of the electton then the deflections of the prunary
particles are negligible [6].
The second assumption in this model is that the energy of the charged particle is
sufficiently high. The need for tiie energy of tiie incident particle to be greater than the
rest energy of an electton is to prevent the capture of electtons by the charged particle.
Assummg that the velocity of the charged particle is much greater than that of the
electtons m the target material allows only tiie electtons in the valence shells of the
charged particle to be affected by the electtons in the absorber. Once these conjectures
are taken then tiie charged particle will lose energy while passing tiuough an absorber

material by excitation of electtons m the outer shells of the particles and by ionization
with the absorber material atoms. When a large charged particle passestiu-ougha given
target tiie electtons in tiie particle will be excited mto different energy levels.
The mechanism for tiie energy lost between the charged particle and tiie target
material is prunarily the mteraction of the Coulomb fields of the kicident particle and tiie
absorber [6]. This tt^nsfer of energy between tiie charged particle andtiietarget material
represents a loss of kinetic energy of tiie charged particle, which will slow down tiie
charged particle and eventually brmg the particle to a stop [4].
When charged particles pass tinough a target material,tiietotal energy loss is
stochastic m nature. That is, identical particles of identical mkial energies do not suffer
the same energy loss ki passingtiu-ougha target of giventiiickness[4]. This phenomenon
is called energy sttagglmg. The stochastic nature of energy sttaggling mtiiemcident
particle has been theoretically studied m particular where the total energy loss is small in
comparison with the mitial energy of the incident particles.
Definmg a variable x* = -^— to be the ratio of the average energy lost m one
p
max

collision and the maximum allowable energy transferred, a disttibution for the variance
of the energy loss of the charged particle may be obtained. For x* < 0.01, a Landau
distribution can be used. This disttibution takes into account the effects of a thin target
and the typical energy loss is small compared to the maxknum energy loss in a single
collision [7]. For 0.01 < x- < 10, a Vavilov disttibution should be used. This disttibution
removes the restriction that the energy loss is small compared to the maximum allowable
energy lost in a smgle collision. For cases where x: a 0.01, the Vavilov and Landau
disttibutions yield the same stochastic results. For x: » 1 0 , due to the central limit
theorem, the Vavilov disttibution approaches a Gaussian distribution. This means that the
average energy loss is greater than the maximum energy loss in one collision. In addition,
the Gaussian disttibution lends itself to determination of the energy loss of a charged
particle in thick targets.

In this paper, a stochastic differential equation model of the energy loss of the
charged particle is developed. This model compares well with the Gaussian disttibution
and is accurate for large K values. The model will be compared using the Landau
distribution with the respective resttictions for that distribution. In addition, by dividmg a
thick target mto many thin slices, applykig the Landau distribution to the energy loss for
each slice, the total energy loss will be shown to approach a Gaussian disttibution for
thick targets. In addition, new computational procedures for estunatmg the energy loss
has been developed that are applicable for thin or thick targets.

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTL\L
EQUATION MODEL

2.1 Introduction of the Model and Assumptions
In the development of the stochastic differential equation model for the kmetic
energy loss of a charged particle passmg through a target of given thickness, several
factors must be taken into account. The fnst factor is the size of the charged particles. As
stated m chapter one, the particle must be sufficiently larger than the electtons ui the
absorber material in order that the trajectory of the charged particle stays relatively
unchanged.
The second factor that needs to be taken into account is the speed at which the
charged particle travels through the target material. The velocity must be high enough to
only excite the outer shells of the atoms m the particle; otherwise, there will be several
quantum mechanical factors that must be added making the model cumbersome.
The thkd factor needed is the significantly higher energy level m the charged
particle in comparison to the electtons in the target material. The reason for this is to
lower the possibility that the charged particle gains electtonsfromthe absorber material.
The fmal factor, which will determme the distribution used m the model, is the
thickness of the target material. For thick targets k is advantageous to use the Gaussian
disttibution m the model. Fortiimtargets the Landau disttibution should be used.
2.2 Motivation of Model Development
In previous studies, the Landau and Vavilov disttibutions have been shown to be
accurate disttibutions to approximate the kmetic energy loss of a charged particle as it
passes through a target. But, tiiese distributions rely on several factors that limit thek use.
One factor is the target material must be made of one substance. Another factor would be
tiie constant density of tiie target material. And, tiie fmal factor is tiiese disttibutions are
cumbersome to manipulate for any other element m the equation.

The use of the Gaussian disttibution in tiie stochastic differential equation model
elmimates these difficukies. The stochastic differential equation is easilyttansformedm
computational procedures to accommodate the different layers of target materials and
different denskies. This meanstiiatwitii tiie Gaussian disttibution tiie material properties
can befimctionsof the path-length oftiiematerial. In addkion, the stochastic differential
equation usmg tiie Gaussian disttibution can be rewritten to find other mterestmg aspects
of passmg a charged particle tinough an absorber. For example, with T = -mv^ tiie
equation can be solved for velocity to determine tiie change in speed with respect to tune
as tiie particle passes tinough the target. These factors make usmg the stochastic
differential equation witii a Gaussian disttibution easy to manipulate. This ease in
manipulatmg the equation makes this specific model beneficial in ways thattiiemodels
usmg Landau or Vavilov disttibutions cannot. Besides being of theoretical mterest, tiiis is
the mam motivation for the development oftiiemodel.
2.3 Derivation of Kinetic Energy Loss Term
With these factors assumed, the model for kinetic energy loss with a charged
particle passmg through a target can be developed. Defmkions of the constants are
located in Appendix A. Lettmg T(x) be the kmetic energy of the particle at distance x,
then the loss of kinetic energy is given by the Bohr classical formula [10]:
dT z^e^nZp
dx

hi

Im^v'

ATtSQifioV"

(2.1)

where Z is the atomic number, ze is the charge of the particle, mo is the mass of the
electton, and I is the average excitation energy. Smce T is kinetic energy, it implies that
1

/VT"

T = —mv^ where m is the particle mass, which allows
to bettansformedinto an
2
^
dx
equation that depends on T(x). Then, by taking into account the quantum mechanical
nature of particles interacting with electtons in the target material, the equation for
can be written in the Bethe-Bloch format [10]:
dx

dT

z^e^nZmn
-In

dx AKslm^{2T)
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N

\-P' J -\-2P

=ttansverseexcitation correction term,

S - density correction term.
2— = shell correction term.

Due to the assumption intiiispaper that the charged particles have a relatively
high energy level compared to those of the target material, the correction terms listed
above do not significantly affect tiie value of the formula,tiiereforetiieycan be
discounted [5]. This yields:
2„4.

dT z e nZm p ^2m(2T)^
hi
dx 47tslmA2T) L V m,I J

(2.3)

for the final determmistic equation of the loss of kinetic energy per unit length,
u{T) = ——, of charged particles passing through a given target.
dx
2.4 Derivation of Energy Sttaggling Term
When charged particles pass through the target material they lose a certam
amount of energy in a stochastic manner. This means that the change in energy per unit
area must have a stochastic term in order to give an accurate result. This stochastic term
is called energy straggling. It can be derived using the standard deviation of the energy
loss disttibution and a random number generated from either the Gaussian or Landau
disttibutions. Once the variance of the energy loss disttibution has been determined then
the energy sttaggling term, (j{T), can be found by finding the standard deviation of the
disttibution.

Let u{T), the loss of kmetic energy term, betiiemean of tiie disttibution
r

o2\

1- fi'

and

= CT^{T) tiie variance [8]. Then by replacmg the K witii tiie equivalent

form

,tiievariance of the disttibution for the loss of kmetic energy witii a charged
max

particle as it passes through a target becomes

\.t^
V

(2.4)

J
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(2.5)

The value off is computed by ^ = 0.3005 8-—r-pAx , where Ax is the totaltiiicknessof

P'A

the material
and the value of €^^ is computed by
-i-i

2m^c^p^
max

\-p-

1-2^

m.

sf^'

(2.6)

+
K'^PJ

where )8 is a parameter defined by the velocity of the charged particle divided by the
speed of light. Therefore, the standard deviation, <T(T), for the charged particle energy
loss can be explicitly determined for any initial energy and relative thickness of target
material by taking the square root of the variance. The formula however, has the
assumption that the total energy loss is small in comparison to the initial particle energy.
In computational simulations, a random number, 7/ generated by either the
Gaussian distribution or by the Landau disttibution can be used to model the stochastic
term in the kinetic energy loss equation. This term is then added to the mean energy loss,
u{T), to generate the energy loss for mdividual charged particles passing through each
thin section of target material. If a Landau disttibution is used, the results are accurate for
thin or thick targets. If a Gaussian disttibution is used, the resuhs are accurate for thick
targets, i.e., as K mcreases. The advantage of usmg a Gaussian disttibution is that the

memoo yieias a sianaaro siocnasiic ainerentiai equation model tor the kinetic energy loss
versus the distance into the target.

2.4.1 7 and the Gaussian Distribution
The Gaussian disttibution is defmed to be [8] for energy change AT over a
thickness Ax:
(2.7)
/(Ar,pAx) =
'2;r

>2\

exp -{AT-ATJ

/

t2\

2^'' 1
1
K
J)
V
The Gaussian distribution can be sampled usmg a standard normal distribution.
Therefore, rj becomes a random variable from a standard normal disttibution with a
r

variance of
K

)2\

1V

.2 o2

one and a mean of Ar where Ar = ^ ^^2mcjs^

is the

J

average energy loss.

2.4.2 7 and the Landau Disttibution
The Landau disttibution depends on the energy T of the charged particle and the
step length Ax. As implemented in the present investigation, tiie sampling disttibution
can be kept fixed as tiie particle energy changes by appropriately modifymg the step
length. The computations can then be rapidly performed usmg this procedure. To
understand this procedure, fu-st note that the Landau distribution has the form [8]:
/(A7',pAx) = — f e ~ cos[x\ogx + /ix]dx
A T'

where /I =

where a =

~\T

AT

\-P^ -^y-\ogK = ——a,

1-/?^+/-logx:.
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Let u G (y[U,lJ, I.e., u is unitormly distnbuted on [0,1]. Then A and thus AT are
calculated by letting
w= f f{{z + a'^,pAx)dz

nx

1 1 --'^
—+ — f
smfxlogjc + AxLtc
2

/[ ^

X

Thus, given u, A can be obtained from the above equation. Then the energy
change AT=(A+a)f can be calculated for this particular charged particle for this material
thickness Ax. However, as explained by Chibani [3], to obtain the correct mean energy
loss Ar with the Landau disttibution a cut-off value of X^ must be specified. Let ZQ be
the value corresponding to AT = AT, specifically, y^ = -1 - y^^ + / - logx:. Then, for
(/to+0.604095)

AQ > 2,5, A^ can be well approxunated by A^ = 10 ^^^^^^

ju the present mvestigation,

AQ is set equal to 4, which correspond to x:« 0.012 for the velocity of tiie mcident
particle bemg small in comparison to the speed of light.
Now let F(A) =

; [ . Then u=F(A) is used to find A and hence the energy

change AT. However, notetiiatthe disttibution F depends on A^ and hence on AQ . And
AQ depends on tiie energy Ttiirough)8and K. Thus, the disttibution F changes witii
energy T which can make samplmg cumbersome and tune consumkig. However, as
2=-\-n'+y-\ogK
'

and /c = - ^ = - ^ ^ ^ = e{T)pAx where0(T) depends on T
<^max

^maxP^

but not on Ax, A^ can be fixed by changmg Ax as T changes. This inttnnwould fix tiie
disttibution F, In particular. Ax is set equal to Ax =
0(7-) ^ — I

is independent of Ax as f is proportional to Ax.

where

1 nereiore, m me present mvestigation, A^ is set equal to 4 and Ax is allowed to
change as T changes. However, the samplmg disttibution F(A) stays fixed. Given u, u is
set equal to F(A). To find A, F(Z,) is mkially calculated and tabulated at the values
2, = -3,25 + ,25/ for / = 1,2,,,., A^ where z^>A^. (A lower cut-off of-3 is used as F(-3) is
negligibly small and F(-3) is set equal to zero.) Then, for F(Z ._,) < w < F(Z, ), F is
Imearly mteipolated so that A = ( ^ - ^ ( ^ M ) M O - ( F ( Z , ) - . ) Z ^

^^^^^ ^^

F[z,)-F{z,J

^

change is calculated as AT = {A + a)^.

2.5 The Stochastic Differential Equation Model
It is possible to set up a stochastic differential equation that models tiie loss of
kmetic energy for a charged particle passmg through a target material. As shown in
section 2.1, Equation (2.3) defmes the deterministic energy loss equation. Considering
the discussion m section 2.4,1, a stochastic differential equation model for the energy loss
has the form:
' - ^ = «(r)-<T(7-)^5W
dx
dx ,

(2.9)

[T(0) = T„
where W (x) is the standard Gaussian Wiener Process. Multiplying by dx and integrating
over a small thickness, Ax, of the target material yields the Euler approximation:
T(x + Ax) = T{x) - u(T)Ax + aiT)TjyfAx , where rf € A^(0,1)

(2-10)

Sunilarly, the equation T(x + Ax) = T(x) - AT where Ar given m section 2.4.2 is used to
model the energy loss usmg the Landau disttibution for a small thickness Ax.
Note that equation (2.9) is useful, for example, when computing the energy
distribution for a nonhomogeneous medium or for thick targets. In addition, 2.10 can be
computationally solved m such cases usmg the procedure described in 2.4.2. In the
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Vavilov theory, the energy loss is assumed to be independent of the particle velocity and,
therefore, of the poskion of the particle m the medium. This implies that the distribution
is valid only when the energy loss is small compared to the inkial particle energy.
However, (2.9) can be used for thick targets as the parameters are corrected for particle
energy throughout the medium. If the medium, for example, varies in density or
composition with respect to thickness, then (2.9) or (2.10) is necessary for computmg the
particle energies. Also, for example (2.9) can be used to fmd the approximate times of
dT
dv
particles exitmg a target as —p=
irip—^,
— = m„ — where v is the particle velocity.
dx
' dt
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CHAP lER III
RESULTS OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION MODEL

3.1 Inttoduction of Differential Equation and Approximation Model
The stochastic differential equation model for charged particle energy straggling
usmg the Gaussian disttibution, N[0,1], as defined m section 2.5 is:
—r-= w(i ) - cr(r)
dx

^-^
dx , where W(x) is a Wiener Process.

(2 1)
^ '^

[no)=T,
A stochastic differential equation model for charged particle energy sttaggling using the
Landau disttibution, is not formulated in the present investigation. Rather, the energy loss
is calculated using the procedure described in section 2.4.2. Solving the differential
equations for T and mtegrating over a small thickness, Ax, of the whole material's
thickness yields the equations:
r(x + Ax) = r(x) - M(r)Ax + a(T)Tj^,

where TJ G A^[0,1] .

(3.2)

Usmg an Euler approximation method it is possible to numerically solve the
equations for the energy loss as a charged particle passes through a given target material.
Utilizmg computer programs to numerically solve the stochastic differential equation
model and the losses assuming a Landau disttibution, the energy loss was calculated for
charged particles passing through two different target materials.
For both experiments, protons were used as the charged particles since they are
significantly larger than electtons and reduce tiie effect of tiie other assumptions and data
were available ki the literattire. For tiie fust experiment, protons passing through gold foil
were sttidied for two different tiiicknesses, 0.000171 centimeters and 0.00342
centuneters. The second experiment used protonstinoughan argon gas-filled chamber
with three different denskies: 0.2 attnospheres, 1.2 attnospheres, and 10 attnospheres. In
both experknents, the Gaussian and the Landau disttibutions were used to model tiie
energy loss. In addkion, tiie resuks of tiie model fortiiicktargets using the Landau
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approacn a uaussian disttibution. This yields one of the maki

uses for tiie stochastic differential equation using a Gaussian disttibution. The ease in
which tiie Gaussian disttibution model can be understood and manipulated for tiie
different variables as discussed in section 2.2, makestiiismodel veiy beneficial for
modelkig the behavior of a charged particle through a given target.
3,2 Results of tiie Gaussian Disttibution for tiie Stochastic
Differential Equation Model
The Euler approxknation method solves equation (3.2) for 10000 different

runs
witii Ax equal to tiie total widtii divided by 100 and approxunates the solution to equation
(3.2) at each segment. The model samples a normal disttibution to generate the random
number, 77, for the stochastic term mtiieequation. As stated, equation (2.3) defmes the
u(T) term and equation (2.4) defines tiie cr(T) term.
In tiie first experiment, protons of kikial energy 3 MeVttaveltiu-ougha target of
gold foil with a thickness of 0.000171 centimeters and 0.00171 centimeters. The average
energy loss for a charged particle tiuough a target of gold foil of a widtii of 0.000171
centkneters is approxunately 0.118 MeV [4] andtiu-ougha width of 0.00171 centuneters
is calculated to be approxunately 0,494 MeV. Table (3.1) givestiieconstants used in
solvmg the model for the gold foil intiieGaussian disttibution form of the stochastic
differential equation.
Table 3.1 - Constants for Experiment using Gold Foil, AU.
Nmn= 10,000, nt=100
Variable

Value

Z = atomic number

79

A = atomic weight

196.97 gm

I = avg. excitation energy

.001017 MeV

p = density of medium

19,32 gm/cm^

TQ = initial energy

3 MeV

X = total width of target

0.000171 cm, 0.00171 cm
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In the second experunent, protonsttaveltiuoughan argon gas filled chamber witii
three different denskies: 0,2 attnospheres, 1,2 attnospheres, and 10 attnospheres. The
average energy loss for a charged particletiu-ougha target of argon gas chamber witii a
density of 0,2 attnospheres is 0,037 MeV [8], 1.2 attnospheres is 0,225 MeV [8], and 10
attnospheres is 0,94 MeV, Table 3,2 gives tiie constants used m solving the model for tiie
argon gas chamber m the Gaussian disttibution form of tiie stochastic differential
equation.
Table 3.2 - Constants for Experiment using Argon Gas, Ar
Variable

Value

Z = atomic number

18

A = atomic weight

39.95 gm

I = avg. excitation energy

.00023 MeV

p = density of medium
TQ = initial energy

.000357 gm/cm^ .00214 gm/cm^
.0178gm/cm^
37 MeV

X = total width of target

10 cm

The results of the approxunation of charged particles through a gold foil target
material with a total width of 0.000171 centuneters and 0.00171 centimeters are given in
the foUowmg histograms; Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. Thesefiguresshow that the fmal
energy of a charged particle sent through a target witii a width of 0.000171 centimeters
and 0.00171 centuneters is normally disttibuted abouttiiemean energy loss of the
particle.
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Gold, 0.000171 cm
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Figure 3.1 - Histogram of Final Energy with Gold
Foil Target ofWidth 0.000171 cm
GoW, 0,00171 cm

1.95

Figure 3.2 - Histogram of Final Energy with Gold
Foil Target ofWidth 0.00171 cm

Figure 3.3 is a plot of the energy for a charged particle through a target of gold
foil with a width of 0.000171 centimeters. This plot shows a graph of the solution of the
average energy and the other plot is a graph of one mdividual particle. Similarly, Figure
3.4 is a plot of the energy loss for charged particles through a target of gold foil for
10,000 particles.
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Figure 3.3 - Graph of Energy Loss with Gold
Foil Target ofWidth 0.000171 cm
GoW, 0.00171
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Figure 3.4 - Graph of Energy Loss with Gold
Foil Target ofWidth 0.00171 cm

The followmg resuks of the approximation of charged particles through an argon
filled target material with a density of 0.2 attnospheres, 1.2 attnospheres, and 10.0
attnospheres is given m the following histograms; Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7,
respectively. These figures show tiiat the energy of charged particles sent through a target
with a density of 0.2 attnospheres, 1.2 attnospheres, and 10.0 attnospheres is normally
disttibuted about tiie mean energy loss of tiie particle.
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Figure 3.5 - Histogram of Final Energy with Argon
Gas Target of Density 0.2 atm

Argon, 1.2 atmospheres
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Figure 3.6 - Histogram of Final Energy with Argon
Gas Target of Density 1.2 atm
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37

Argon, 10 atmosptwres

35.2
35.4
Particle Energy

Figure 3.7 - Histogram of Final Energy with Argon
Gas Target of Density 10 atm

Figure 3.8 is a plot of the energy for a charged particle through a target of an
argon gas filled chamber with a density of 0.2 atmospheres. This plot shows a graph of
the solution of the average energy for 10,000 particles and the other plot is a graph of one
particle. Similarly, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 are plots of the energy for a charged
particle through a target an argon gas filled chamber with densities of 1.2 atmospheres
and 10.0 atmospheres.
Argon, 0.2 atmospheres

Distance

Figure 3.8 - Graph of Energy with Argon Gas
Target of Density 0.2 atm
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37.05

Argon, 1.2 atmospheres

38.95-

36.9-

36.85

36.8

36,75

Figure 3.9 - Graph of Energy with Argon Gas
Target of Density 1.2 atm
Argon. 10 atmospherva

Figure 3.10 - Graph of Energy with Argon Gas
Target of Density 10 atm

These results imply that using the Gaussian disttibution for the stochastic
differential equation model yields an approximately normally distributed energy loss
about the mean energy loss for the entke target material. The energy loss in each segment
in the first experiment, with the gold foil, was very close to the average energy loss over
the entke region equation model. Similarly, the energy loss in each segment in the second
experiment, with the argon gas, are very close to the average energy lost over the entke
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regiontiierebyvalidatkig the use Gaussian disttibution for the stochastic differential.
Table 3.3 shows the mean and variance of the energy loss for both experiments.
Table 3,3 The mean and variance of the energy loss for both experknents with both
disttibutions
1

Particle

I

Gold

Mean

Variance

Mean

Variance

0.000171 cm

2.8806 MeV

0.00021856

2.8793 MeV

0.00021789

0.001710 cm

1,6901 MeV

0.00266100

1.6724 MeV

0.00263420

Mean

Variance

Mean

Variance

0.2 attn

36.9630 MeV

0.00027070

36.9540 MeV

0.00032799

1,2 atm

36.7780 MeV

0.00158810

36.7730 MeV

0.00158910

10.0 attn

35.1320 MeV

0.01362900

35.1200 MeV

0.01366000

Argon

Gaussian Disttibution

1

Landau Disttibution

3.3 Results of the Landau Disttibution for the Stochastic
Differential Equation Model
In usmg the Landau distribution it was necessary to approximate the distribution
mean numerically m order to sample the disttibution for the generation of the random
number used m equation (3.4). In domgtiiisapproxunation, tiie average energy lost at
each step was kept constanttiierebyallowing the step width to vary. The model then
sampled from the Landau disttibution as explamed m section 2.4.2 is used to generate tiie
random number, i), for the stochastic term mtiieequation. This random numbertiienis
used to determme tiie energy loss at each step length. The same two experiments were
performed with tiie same constants, widths, and denskies as mtiieLandau disttibution.
The results of the approximation of charged particles through a gold foil target
material witii a total widtii of 0.000171 centuneters and 0.00342 centimeters is given in
tiie followmg histograms: Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. These figures show that tiie
energy loss of a charged particle sent through a target witii a width of 0.000171
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centuneters and 0.00342 centimeters is approxmiately normally disttibuted about the
mean energy of the particle.
GoW, 0.000171 cm

Parade Energy

Figure 3.11 - Histogram of Final Energy with Gold
Foil Target of Width 0.000171 cm
GoW, 0.00171 cm

1.85
Particle Energy

Figure 3.12 - Histogram of Final Energy with Gold
Foil Target ofWidth 0.00171 cm

The followmg resuks of the approximation of charged particles through an argon
gas filled target material with a density of 0.2 atmospheres, 1.2 atmospheres, and 10.0
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attnospheres is given m the following histograms: Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14, and Figure
3.15, respectively. These figures show that the energy loss of charged particle sent
through a target with a density of 0.2 atmospheres, 1.2 atmospheres, and 10.0
atmospheres approaches a normal disttibution as the density increases.
Argon, 0.2 atmospheres
1200

Particle Energy

Figure 3.13 - Histogram of Final Energy with Argon
Gas Target of Density 0.2 atm
Argon, 1.2 atmospheres

400

Figure 3.14- Histogram of Final Energy with Argon
Gas Target of Density 1.2 atm
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Argon, 10 atmospheres
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34.7

34.8

34.9
35
35.1
Partfde Energy

35.2

35.3

35.4

35.5

Figure 3.15 - Histogram of Final Energy with Argon
Gas Target of Density 10 atm

These results imply that using the Landau disttibution for the stochastic
differential equation model yields a nearly normally disttibuted energy loss about the
mean energy loss for a thick target material. The energy loss in each segment in the fnst
experiment, with the gold foil, was very close to the average energy lost over the entke
region thereby validatmg the use Landau disttibution for the stochastic differential
equation model.

3.4 Comparison of Landau and Gaussian Disttibutions for Thick Targets
The results of the energy loss stochastic differential equation, using the Landau
disttibution to generate the stochastic term, with varying thickness of targets appears to
be very nearly a Gaussian disttibution for a thick target. This result allows the
experimenter to use a Gaussian disttibution m the solution of the differential equation. As
stated in section 2.2, the stochastic differential equation using a Gaussian disttibution can
be manipulated with ease in order to solve the equation for various other quantities, such
as the velocity, different target materials, and different denskies.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Deterministic models tiiat are used to model the energy loss of charged particles
that pass through targets of given thickness do not take into account tiie statistical nature
of the energy loss. The models that have been formulated assume that the stopping power
is based on a fixed mitial energy level, based on an average energy loss with respect to
tiie distance ttaveled by tiie charged particle. Witii the addkion of a stochastic term to tiie
stoppmg power model a more accurate description of the actual energy loss by tiie
charged particle as k passes through a target material is obtamed.
In this tiiesis, the stochastic term is sampled through two different types of
distributions, a Gaussian and a Landau. The stochastic differential equation was then
numerically solved usmg an Euler approxunation. Each disttibution showed that the
energy loss for each segment was relatively distributed about the average mean energy
loss for the entke width of the target material. In addition, the model showed that the
Landau distribution approached a Gaussian disttibution for thick targets. Solving for
energy loss using the Landau disttibution showed a tendency towards a normally
distributed curve. This allows the Gaussian distribution to be used in place of the Landau
distribution.
Advantages of the stochastic differential equation model include mathematical
simplicity and the relative ease in manipulating the equation in order to solve for other
variables. This motivates the development of the model. This ease in manipulating the
equation makes this specific model beneficial m ways that the models using Landau or
Vavilov disttibutions cannot. For example, k may be used when computing the energy
distribution for a nonhomogeneous medium or for thick targets. It can also be used for
thick targets as the parameters are corrected for particle energy throughout the medium. If
the medium, for example, varies in density or composition with respect to thickness, then
the stochastic differential equation usmg the Gaussian disttibution is necessary for
computmg the particle energies. Also, for example it can be used to fmd the
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approximate times of particles exiting a target as — = w — , where v is the particle
dx
dt
velocity. This ability tottansformthe equation to solve for other variables makes this
stochastic differential equation useful.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF CONSTANTS
n = density of atoms m target material
ze = charge of particle
Z = atomic mmiber of charged particle
I = hv = average exckation energy of tiie medium
£Q = permittivity offi-eespace
WQ = electron rest mass
e = electron charge
V = velocity of particle
c = speed of light
h = Plancks Constant/2;r
A = atomic weight of charged particle
^ = mean energy loss

K = ratio of mean energy loss to maximimi energy transfer
£^^^ = largest energy transfer possible
C
2—- shell correction in relativistic formula
Z
5 = densitv effect correction in relativistic formula
m = mass of the particle
p = density of the target material
m^ = electron mass of target material
mp = mass of mcident particle
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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dimension x( 10000),z( 10000),zs( 10000),zz( 10000)
dimension aa(2000),bb(2000),yt(2,10000)
c This program solves for the energy of charged particles
c traveling through matter using a stochastic differential
c equation and by sampling from the Landau disttibution.
c This version assumes that the matter is argon and three
c densities are studied.
real*8 xx
c nrun must be less than or equal to 10000
c time is the medium width
c y is the particle energy
xx=2367454.
nrun=l
y0=37.0
nt=0
time=10.0
alamb0=4.0
alambc=10**((alamb0+.604095)/2.348510)
nlan=1013
anlan=nlan
hlan=(alambc+3.25 )/anlan
do 556 i=l,nlan
ai=i
aa(i)=ai*hlan-3.25
bb(i)=ff(aa(i))+.5
556 continue
do 557 i=l,nlan
bb(i)=bb(i)/bb(nlan)
c
write(6,555) aa(i),bb(i)
555 format(3(2x,el4.7))
557 continue
c s is the expected mean of the Landau which is equal to alambO
c
s=0.0
c
s2=0.0
c
do 558 i=2,nlan-l
c
s=s+aa(i)*(bb(i+1 )-bb(i-l ))/2.0
c
s2=s2+aa(i)*aa(i)*(bb(i+l)-bb(i-l))/2.0
c 558 continue
c
write(6,555) s,s2,s2-s*s
c
stop
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nplot=0
nhis=0
do650ird=l,3
rho=.000357
if(irdeq.2)rho=.00214
if(irdeq.3)rho=.0178
write(6,182) ird,rho
182 format(12x,i5,5x,el3.6)
do 650 ncase=2,2
c If nhis=0, no histogram is produced,
c If nplot=0, no plot is produced,
c If ncase=l, a Gaussian distribution is used,
c If ncase=2, a Landau distribution is used.
x(l)=0.0
zz(l)=yO
z(l)=yO

zs(l)=yO
arun=nrun
sm=0.0
sq=0.0
do 75 n=l,ruim
y=yO
t=0.0

nt=0
k=0
600 continue
c Step length h is corrected each step so that alambO
c stays constant and thus, the Landau distribution
c does not change,
c rho is density and R is a function of energy.
nntot=200
armtot=imtot
h=time/anntot
hs=sqrt(h)
if(ncase.eq.2) goto 210
call random(xx,rand 1 ,rand2)
em=.511
emm=938.3
aaa=39.95
zzz=18.0
ai=.00023
gamma=.577216
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amdm=.0005446
beta2=(y*2.0/emm)
hlp=.30058*em*zzz/(beta2*aaa)
emax=2.0*em*beta2/( 1.0-beta2)
emax=emax/( 1.0+amdm*amdm+2.0*amdm/sqrt( 1.0-beta2))
theta=hlp/emax
s=rho*h
deltb=alog(2.0*em*beta2*emax/(ai*ai*( 1.0-beta2)))
deltb=(deltb-2.0*beta2)*hlp*s
xi=hlp*s
t=t+h
nt=nt+l
k=k+l
sig=sqrt(xi*emax*( 1.0-.50*beta2))
y=y-deltb+sig*rand 1
210 if(ncase.eq. 1) goto 220
call ranland(xx,y,aa,bb,randl)
em=.511
emm=938.3
aaa=39.95
zzz=18.0
ai=.00023
gamma=.577216
amdm=.0005446
beta2=(y*2.0/emm)
hlp=.30058*em*zzz/(beta2*aaa)
emax=2.0*em*beta2/( 1.0-beta2)
emax=emax/( 1.0+amdm*amdm+2.0*amdm/sqrt( 1.0-beta2))
theta=hlp/emax
rr=-1.0-beta2+gamma-alog(theta)
h=exp(rr-alambO)/rho
s=rho*h
deltb=alog(2.0*em*beta2*emax/(ai*ai*( 1.0-beta2)))
deltb=(deltb-2.0*beta2)*hlp*s
xi=hlp*s
d=deltb+(rand 1 -alambO)*xi
t=t+h
nt=nt+l
k=k+l
y=y-d
c
write(6,699) emax,theta,h,deltb,randl
c
write(6,699) xi,d,rr,ckapp
c699 format(6(2x,el2.5))
c
write(6,700) k,t,y
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c 700 format(5x,i5,5x,el2.5,5x,el2.5)
c
stop
220 continue
x(k+l)=x(k)+h
z(k+l)=y
c zz(k+1 )=zz(k+1 )+y/arun
zs(k+1 )=zs(k+1 )+y/arun
if(ncase.eq.l.and.nt.lt.nntot) goto 600
if(ncase.eq.2.and.t.lt.time) goto 600
yt(ncase,n)=y
sm=sm+y/arun
sq=sq+y*y/arun
75 continue
var=0.0
do 77 n=l,nrun
77 var=var+(sm-yt(ncase,n))**2
var=var/arun
if(nplot.eq.O) goto 200
if(nhis.ne.O) goto 200
write(6,170)
170 formatCx=[')
do 171 i=l,nt+l
171 write(6,174)x(i)
174 format(2x,fll.6)
vmte(6,176)
176 formatCl;')
write(6,172)
172 format('z=[')
do 173 i=l,nt+l
173 write(6,174)z(i)
vmte(6,176)
write(6,177)
177 format('zs=r)
dol78i=l,nt+l
178 write(6,174) zs(i)
write(6,176)
c
write(6,377)
c377 format('zz=r)
c
do378i=l,nt+l
c378 write(6,174)zz(i)
c
write(6,176)
ntt=nt+l
write(6,130)ntt
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130 format('ntt=',i6)
write(6,132)
132 format('forj=l:ntt')
write(6,133)
133 format('aa(lj)=z(i);')
write(6,134)
134 format('aa(2j)=zsCi);')
c
write(6,135)
c 135 format('aa(3j)=zz(i);')
write(6,140)
140 format('end')
write(6,142)
142 format('plot(x,aay)
200 continue
if(nplot.ne.O) goto 202
if(nhis.ne.O) goto 202
write(6,180) ncase,nt,nrun,t,time,sm,sq,yar
180 format(2x,i5,2x,i5,2x,i5,5(2x,el2.5))
202 continue
if(nhis.eq.O) goto 203
if(nplot.ne.O) goto 203
write(6,270)
270 formatCx=[')
do 271 i=l,nrun
271 write(6,174)yt(l,i)
write(6,176)
write(6,272)
272 format('z=[')
do 273 i=l,nrun
273 write(6,174)yt(2,i)
write(6,176)
write(6,651)
651 format('hist(x,50)')
write(6,652)
652 formatCpause')
write(6,653)
653 format('hist(z,50y)
203 continue
650 continue
stop
end
subroutine random(xx,randl,rand2)
real*8 xx,a,b,d,mg(2)
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a= 16807.
b=2147483647.
do 55 i= 1,2
id=a*xx^
d=id
xx=a*xx-d*b
55 mg(i)=xx^
pi=3.141592654
ul=mg(l)
u2=mg(2)
hlp=sqrt(-2.0*alog(ul))
randl=hlp*cos(pi*2.0*u2)
rand2=hlp*sin(pi*2.0*u2)
return
end
subroutine ranland(xx,y,aa,bb,randl)
real*8 xx,a,b,d,mg(2)
dimension aa(2000),bb(2000)
a= 16807.
b=2147483647.
do55i=l,l
id=a*xx^
d=id
xx=a*xx-d*b
55 mg(i)=xx^
u=mg(l)
z=aa(l)
if(u.lt.bb(l))goto62
z=aa(1013)
if(u.gt.bb(1013))goto62
i=l
63 i=i+l
if(u.lt.bb(i)) goto 64
goto 63
64 hlp=bb(i)-bb(i-l)
z=(aa(i)*(u-bb(i-l ))+aa(i-1 )*(bb(i)-u))/hlp
62 continue
randl=z
return
end
function ff(z)
dimension s(3)
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s(l)=0.0
s(2)=0.0
s(3)=0.0
n=500
do 19ii=l,3
n=n*2
an=n
x0=.2
hl=xO/an
h2=10.0/an
xl=-hl/2.0
x2=x0-h2/2.0
do 18 1=1,n
xl=xl+hl
x2=x2+h2
18 s(ii)=s(ii)+hl*fff(z,xl)+h2*fff(z,x2)
19 continue
ssl=(4.0*s(2)-s(l))/3.0
ss2=(4.0*s(3)-s(2))/3.0
ss=(16.0*ss2-ssl)/15.0
ff=ss
return
end
function fff(z,x)
pi=3.141592654
hlp=sin(x*alog(x)+x*z)
fff=exp(-pi*.50*x)*hlp/(pi*x)
return
end
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dimension x( 10000),z( 10000),zs( 10000),zz( 10000)
dimension aa(2000),bb(2000),yt(2,10000)
c This program solves for the energy of charged particles
c traveling through matter using a stochastic differential
c equation and by sampling from the Landau distribution,
c This version assumes that the matter is gold and two
c thicknesses are studied.
real*8 xx
c nrun must be less than or equal to 10000
c time is the medium width
c y is the particle energy
xx=2367454.
nrun=l
yO=3.0
nt=0
alamb0=4.0
alambc=10**((alamb0+.604095)/2.348510)
nlan=1013
anlan=nlan
hlan=(alambc+3.25 )/anlan
do 556 i=l,nlan
ai=i
aa(i)=ai*hlan-3.25
bb(i)=ff(aa(i))+.5
556 continue
do 557 i=l,nlan
bb(i)=bb(i)/bb(nlan)
c
write(6,555) aa(i),bb(i)
555 format(3(2x,el4.7))
557 continue
c s is the expected mean of the Landau which is equal to alambO
c
s=0.0
c
s2=0.0
c
do558i=2,nlan-l
c
s=s+aa(i)*(bb(i^l)-bb{i-l))/2.0
c
s2=s2+aa(i)*aa(i)*(bb(i+l )-bb(i-l))/2.0
c 558 continue
c
write(6,555) s,s2,s2-s*s
c
stop
nplot=0
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nhis=0
do650ird=l,2
time=.000171
if(irdeq.2)time=.00171
write(6,182)ird,time
182 format(12x,i5,5x,el3.6)
do 650 ncase=2,2
c If nhis=0, no histogram is produced,
c If nplot=0, no plot is produced,
c If ncase=l, a Gaussian distribution is used,
c If ncase=2, a Landau distribution is used
x(l)=0.0
zz(l)=yO
z(l)=yO
zs(l)=yO
arun=nrun
sm=0.0
sq=0.0
do 75 n=l,nrun
y=yO
t=0.0
nt=0
k=0
600 continue
c Step length h is corrected each step so that alambO
c stays constant and thus, the Landau distribution
c does not change.
c rho is density and R is a function of energy.
nntot=200
anntot=rmtot
h=time/anntot
hs=sqrt(h)
if(ncase.eq.2) goto 210
call random(xx,randl,rand2)
em=511
emm=938.3
aaa=197.0
zzz=79.0
ai=001017
rho=19.32
gamma=.577216
amdm=. 0005446
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beta2=(y*2.0/emm)
hlp=.30058*em*zzz/(beta2*aaa)
emax=2.0*em*beta2/( 1.0-beta2)
emax=emax/( 1.0+amdm*amdm+2.0*amdm/sqrt( 1.0-beta2))
theta=hlp/emax
s=rho*h
deltb=alog(2.0*em*beta2*emax/(ai*ai*(1.0-beta2)))
deltb=(deltb-2.0*beta2)*hlp*s
xi=hlp*s
t=t+h
nt=nt+l
k=k+l
sig=sqrt(xi*emax*(1.0-.50*beta2))
y=y-deltb+sig*rand 1
210 if(ncase.eq. 1) goto 220
call ranland(xx,y,aa,bb,randl)
em=.511
emm=938.3
aaa=197.0
zzz=79.0
ai=001017
rho=19.32
gamma=.577216
amdm=.0005446
beta2=(y*2.0/emm)
hlp=.30058*em*zzz/(beta2*aaa)
emax=2.0*em*beta2/( 1.0-beta2)
emax=emax/(l .0+amdm*amdm+2.0*amdm/sqrt( 1.0-beta2))
theta=hlp/emax
rr=-l .0-beta2+gamma-alog(theta)
h=exp(rr-alambO)/rho
s=rho*h
deltb=alog(2.0*em*beta2*emax/(ai*ai*( 1.0-beta2)))
deltb=(deltb-2.0*beta2)*hlp*s
xi=hlp*s
d=deltb+(rand 1 -alambO)*xi
t=t+h
nt=nt+l
k=k+l
y=y-d
c
if(ird.eq.2) write(6,700) k,t,y
c 700 format(5x,i5,5x,el2.5,5x,el2.5)
220 continue
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x(k+l)=x(k)+h
z(k+l)=y
; zz(k+1 )=zz(k+1 )+y/arun
zs(k+1 )=zs(k+1 )+y/arun
if(ncase.eq.l.and.nt.lt.nntot) goto 600
if(ncase.eq.2.and.t.lt.time) goto 600
yt(ncase,n)=y
sm=sm+y/arun
sq=sq+y*y/arun
75 continue
var=0.0
do77n=l,nrun
77 var=var+(sm-yt(ncase,n))**2
var=yar/arun
if(nplot.eq.O) goto 200
if(nhis.ne.O) goto 200
write(6,170)
170 formatCx-[')
do 171 i=l,nt+l
171 write(6,174)x(i)
174 format(2x,fll.6)
write(6,176)
176 formatCl;')
write(6,172)
172 format('z=r)
do 173i=l,nt+l
173 write(6,174)z(i)
write(6,176)
write(6,177)
177 formatCzs=[')
dol78i=l,nt+l
178 write(6,174)zs(i)
write(6,176)
write(6,377)
377 format('zz=[')
do378i=l,nt+l
378 write(6,174)zz(i)
write(6,176)
ntt=nt+l
write(6,130)ntt
130 format('ntt=',i6)
write(6,132)
132 format('fori=l:ntt')
write(6,133)
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133 format('aa(lo)=zCi);*)
wnte(6,134)
134 format('aa(2o)=zsCi);')
c
write(6,135)
c 135 format('aa(3j)=zz(i);')
write(6,140)
140 format('end')
write(6,142)
142 format('plot(x,aa)')
200 continue
if(nplot.ne.O) goto 202
if(nhis.ne.O) goto 202
write(6,l 80) ncase,nt,nrun,t,time,sm,sq,var
180 format(2x,i5,2x,i5,2x,i5,5(2x,el2.5))
202 continue
if(nhis.eq.O) goto 203
if(nplot.ne.O) goto 203
write(6,270)
270 formatCx=[*)
do 271 i=l,nrun
271 write(6,174)yt(l,i)
write(6,176)
write(6,272)
272 formatCz=[')
do 273 i=l,nrun
273 write(6,174)yt(2,i)
write(6,176)
write(6,651)
651 format('hist(x,50y)
write(6,652)
652 format('pause')
write(6,653)
653 format('hist(z,50y)
203 continue
650 continue
stop
end
subroutine random(xx,randl,rand2)
real*8 xx,a,b,d,mg(2)
a=16807.
b=2147483647.
do55i=l,2
id=a*xx^
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d=id
xx=a*xx-d*b
55 mg(i>=xx^
pi=3.141592654
ul=mg(l)
u2=Tng(2)
hlp=sqrt(-2.0*alog(ul))
randl=hlp*cos(pi*2.0*u2)
rand2=hlp*sin(pi*2.0*u2)
return
end
subroutine rartiand(xx,y,aa,bb,randl)
real* 8 xx,a,b,d,mg(2)
dimension aa(2000),bb(2000)
a= 16807.
b=2147483647.
do55i=l,l
id=a*xx/b
d=id
xx=a*xx-d*b
55 mg(i)=xx^
u=mg(l)
z=aa(l)
if(u.lt.bb(l))goto62
z=aa(1013)
if(u.gt.bb(1013))goto62
i=l
63 i=i+l
if(u.h.bb(i)) goto 64
goto 63
64 hlp=bb(i>bb(i-l)
z=(aa(i)*(u-bb(i-1 ))+aa(i-1 )*(bb(i)-u))/hlp
62 continue
randl=z
return
end
function ff(z)
dimension s(3)
s(l)=0.0
s(2)=0.0
s(3)=0.0
n=500
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dol9ii=l,3
n=n*2
an=n
x0=.2
hl=xO/an
h2=10.0/an
xl=-hl/2.0
x2=x0-h2/2.0
dol8i=l,n
xl=xl+hl
x2=x2+h2
18 s(ii)=s(ii)+hl*fff(z,xl)+h2*fff(z,x2)
19 continue
ssl=(4.0*s(2)-s(l))/3.0
ss2=(4.0*s(3)-s(2))/3.0
ss=(16.0*ss2-ssl)/15.0
fNss
return
end
function fff(z,x)
pi=3.141592654
hlp=sin(x*alog(x)+x*z)
fff=exp(-pi*.50*x)*hlp/(pi*x)
return
end
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